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HAT Contract /
SiS Ergo does its
‘HomeWork’
HomeWork does more than simply sell
the product through an e-commerce
website. The products are packaged
properly for home delivery, installation
services are offered and marketing
support is provided.

W

ork from home,
once a novelty
reserved for
the most open-minded
companies, is now the
norm as the pandemic
closed offices and forced
the trend to the forefront.
Yet tapping into the
growing trend has
been difficult for office

furniture dealers. Many
manufacturers have
expanded their work-fromhome offerings, but dealers
have, for the most part,
have been cut out of the
equation.
Enter HomeWork, a
new program from HAT
Contract/SiS Ergo that
not only gives dealers a
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powerful new collection of work from home
products, but also takes the difficulty out of
the marketing, ordering and delivery. Instead of
cutting the dealer community out of the mix,
HomeWork makes the dealer the centerpiece of
the transaction.
The idea was hatched soon after the
pandemic began last March when workers
everywhere were forced to go home and
try to find a place to work. Workers quickly
found their home offices were sorely lacking.
Card tables, folding chairs, kitchen islands,
sofas and dining room tables were used as
workstations. Manufacturers responded, but
some sidestepped the dealer network by selling
directly through their own websites. HomeWork
was designed to put the dealer front and center
in the process, said Libby Ferin, vice president
of marketing at Innovative, parent company to
both HAT Contract and SiS Ergo.
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“With COVID, there was a lot of stuff
happening, and I think our dealers were
scrambling and getting a lot of questions,” she
said. “The dealers were calling and saying, ‘Hey,
we just need one base and one top (sent) to
someone’s home. Can you do that?’ And at that
time, neither we nor a lot of our competitors
could do that. The basics weren’t in place for
our dealers to become what I would call like an
e-commerce service shipping directly to a home.
We didn’t have the packaging down, we didn’t
have freight down, we didn’t have a lot of the
things that would make it successful for us to
service a one-off customer.”
Dealers were ill-equipped to handle work
from home sales either. Few had — or have
— a website designed for taking orders,
especially for a single desk. Most dealers
have no experience creating or managing an
e-commerce platform.
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What if HAT Contract/SiS Ergo could help its
dealers by creating individualized websites for
them to help service home office sales? The
question was the genesis for HomeWork. It is
not only a collection of products for the home
office, it is also a platform for dealers to manage
the sales and marketing — a customized website
and system for managing every aspect of the
sale.
“We started asking how we could support
our dealers,” Ferin said. “What if we created
individualized sites for our dealer community,
whether this was a dealer-specific website
that could just service their own dealership
or even (a website) to serve their customers.
We were hearing a lot, especially on the West
Coast and Silicon Valley — the Googles and

the LinkedIns of the world — that they were
giving their employees stipends to stay home
and to buy products. And what were they doing
with that money? They were going to Amazon.
That’s where they are going to go unless you’re
directing them to go to a place (to buy contractgrade furniture).”
The company saw an opportunity to create a
series of online hubs for individuals or corporate
customers to buy good furniture at a good price
that would go through the dealer, which keeps
its relationships strong with both the company
and the individuals sent home to work. To do
that, HAT Contract/SiS Ergo created individual
websites for its dealers that host a breadth of
product needed for home offices.
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HomeWork does more than simply sell the
product through an e-commerce website.
The products are packaged properly for home
delivery, installation services are offered and
marketing support is provided.
Creating HomeWork wasn’t easy. Contract
furniture makers are designed to ship dock to
dock, not dock to porch. The company had to
redesign some packaging to make it delivery
proof. It also had to create websites that are
dealer-centric, not focused on the manufacturer.
The HomeWork program is also good for
corporate customers. Dealers can help set up
programs for them that allow companies to
specify the types of products they think their
workers should be using, as opposed to handing
them a check for home office products that
might or might not be spent on improving the
remote workplace. Dealers control the billing,
pricing and profit margin.
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“That mid-level dealer, that smaller dealer,
you know, they don’t have the marketing
dollars necessarily,” to do something like this
on their own, Ferin said. “They don’t have the
resources. And marketing is sometimes the first
thing to go. We are helping by coming in as
the marketing team, as a trusted partner with
them — for them. It’s not our website. This is
your website. This is your branding. You can be
the hero. Send this out to your clients, send us
out to your community and make some money.
Yeah, of course we benefit from it, but it’s also
to help keep our dealers afloat during this time.
That’s one of the things I feel best about. This
program is about us all working together to get
through it, to make it work.”
Not every worker working from home has the
same needs. So not every product is available,
but there are many options to cover every home
office. The HomeWork program includes mobile,
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adaptable and fixed workstations. That means,
if the worker is living in a 600-square-foot
apartment, a mobile solution that can be stowed
away would probably be the best option. If a
home office is in place, the worker might choose
a fixed-height or adjustable desk. The company
also can create packages of products specific to
its dealers’ customers.
Dealers can add non-HAT/SiS Ergo products
to the websites. For example, a dealer might
want to offer a 9to5 Seating, Herman Miller or
other task chair. With the HomeWork program,
they can, although in that case, the seating
manufacturer handles billing and delivery. Still,
the entire order is handled through a single
purchase order.
Selling work from home products isn’t going to
fill all the financial gaps caused by the pandemic,

but it does help. “This is not going to turn
them from red to black in regards to their P&L
statement,” Ferin said. “But what it is going to do
is keep them in front of their clients. It’s going to
show their clients that they care.”
HomeWork also helps HAT Contract/SiS Ergo
maintain and strengthen its relationships with its
dealers. The company knows it’s not one of the
big three manufacturers, but feels it can help by
being very dealer centric.
“It’s something that can be incorporated into
their way of doing business,” Ferin said of their
dealer partners. “A different type of channel
necessarily is not a bad thing to offer. If it’s a
turnkey situation where it’s really no cost to
them, it’s just to their benefit. We continue to
be that partner.” MP
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